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With ever-changing regulatory requirements imposed on storage tank owners and operators, Great 
American Environmental’s TankAssure Pollution Liability Policy satisfies the federal and state 
financial assurance requirements imposed on storage tank owners.

The fact is many competitors may offer elements of tank-specific coverage, but Great American 
Environmental offers unmatched coverage with our TankAssure Pollution Liability Policy.

Why should your clients consider a storage tank pollution liability policy from Great American’s 
Environmental Division? See how our environmental protection fills the coverage gaps needed to provide 
your clients with the proper exposure protection for their storage tanks.

TankAssure Competitive Advantages

A comprehensive, admitted, storage tank policy with deductibles as low as $2,500 
and limits as high as $10 million

A policy that can be used for demonstrating financial responsibility as well as true 
risk transfer for storage tank pollution exposures

A fast and user-friendly online platform allowing you to generate a quote in minutes, 
while also allowing you to bind the policy at your convenience

Direct storage tank specific underwriting contacts that can assist with the online 
quoting platform and discuss any exposure needs

No documentation needed prior to binding your policy

Ready to bind your TankAssure Policy? Visit TankAssure.GAIG.com for more information!
Please contact TankAssure@GAIG.com with additional questions.

For agent/broker distribution only. Online portal may not be available at all times. Coverage description is summarized. 
Refer to the actual policy for a full description of applicable terms, conditions, limits and exclusions. Policies are 
underwritten by Great American Insurance Company, an authorized insurer in all 50 states and the D.C., and Great 
American E&S Insurance Company, an OH domiciled surplus lines company eligible to underwrite surplus lines insurance in 
all 50 states and the D.C. This is not intended as a solicitation or offer to sell an insurance product in a jurisdiction in which 
the solicitation, offer, sale, or purchase thereof would be unlawful. © 2022 Great American Insurance Company, 301 E. 
Fourth St., Cincinnati, OH 45202. All rights reserved. 5725-ENV (03/22)
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